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NOT EXACTLY
SATIRICUS
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Wisdom of the ancients

ecently, it appears to be
quite popular to talk about
the failure of our school
system to produce intelligent, hardworking and
productive future members of society.
Without fail, the discussion more often
than not drifts towards what today's
youth can learn from the experience of
past generations. We thought it would
be apt to take a closer look at this notion
of senior role models and the supposed
value that comes with age, which seems
taken from the land of grapes and wine.
Here is what we learned to be the vintage reserves of our elders' sagacity:
1. How to jump the queue at the
bakery, grocery or bus stop and act like
either A, you deserve to go before your
fellow citizens, or B, you are so senile as
to be oblivious to your faux pas.
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The British Worker
London
Thursday, May 13, 1926

t was not the worst strike in history, not even the longest. But the
British General Strike of 1926 was
one of the most widely reported
despite the fact that most of the
newspapers published in the United
Kingdom were supposed to be, well, yes,
on strike. That could be a good example
of the historical pattern that the British
mainstream press has hardly ever been
sympathetic to the workers movement.
The strike, for less working hours,
better conditions and more pay for the
miners, was considered by the right wing
press as “a revolutionary movement to
destroy the government and civil liberties”. After all, the Russian Revolution
was not that far away in time and some
papers saw subversives everywhere.
Immediately after the strike started
there was a kind of race in the papers to
defy it, to publish news however difficult,
even if it was hard to find writers,
printers, distributors and newsprint. The
Government decided to publish The
British Gazette, whose editor was no
other than the most famous of all British
politicians, Winston Churchill. The

Trade Unions Congress (TUC) responded with its own small size “strike
bulletin”, The British Worker.
Gradually, all other papers published
unusual rudimentary sheets, at the beginning with only two pages, some times
typewritten, even with headlines drawn
by hand. The Times, then more than ever
an institution in the British media, managed to print a copy every day but it was
something of a shock to see the newspaper reduced to a size 20x33cm looking
like it had come out of a typewriter.
It was the first general strike in British
history and the newspapers, with their
huge defiance of it, contributed to its failure after only nine days.
On announcing the termination of the
“great strike”, the British Worker was reporting that the TUC was satisfied that
miners would get a fair deal. For now this
deal was mostly promises. The situation
took some time to reach a satisfactory
resolution. But quickly, The British
Worker ended its short lived history, with
number eleven, on May 17, 1926.
The revolution that some had feared
never came.
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2. How to spend hours entertaining
oneself staring at construction site and
lending a hand by giving completely
superfluous, non-expert, advice.
3. How to show the proper respect towards female store clerks, regardless of
age, by calling them either nena or
guapa.
4. How to deride Franco's dictatorship like it was yesterday and in the very
same breath long for the good old days
when a man was a man and a moro a
moro.
5. How to go over your supermarket
receipt with a fine-tooth comb and just
know your coupon was not discounted.
6. How to properly inspect random
objects on the pavement with a few good
pokes from your cane.
7. How to resolve conflicts via civil
war.
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GET TOUGH WITH ABUSERS
Sunday November 25 was the International day against violence to women
and it should make us remember that already 69 more women have died this
year than the whole of the last.
It is obvious that Parliament has to
pass tougher laws against all abusers. It is
also obvious that these violent abusers
serve their full term in prison and that
the security forces make sure that restraining orders are carried out.
At the same time, I would ask that all
women who suffer abuse should report

their partners. I would also call on them
to not be afraid to do this, as it is better to
report them than suffer the abuse. At
least that way they are alive and at the
same time avoid the continual rise in the
number of fatal victims as we have seen
happening this year. We should all be
conscious of the fact that male violence
is on the rise all the time.
In conclusion, I repeat that the government has to be strong and pass laws
to toughen sentences against abusers.
AGUSTÍ MIRATS
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